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INFINITHÉÂTRE`S 

MANDATE 

REFLECTING AND EXPLORING LIFE  

IN 21ST CENTURY MONTRÉAL 

 

Infinithéâtre’s mission is to develop, produce and broker new Québec theatre to ever-widening 

audiences. We are dedicated to staging theatre that is as entertaining as it is relevant. We believe 

that live theatre is an essential part of our society’s democratic discourse and that great theatre 

speaks to and about its own community. 

 

Great theatre begins with great writing. We challenge writers from other media—journalists, poets, 

and novelists—to write for the stage. We seek out innovative Québec plays, playwrights, and new 

theatrical styles. In addition, we tackle and adapt classic plays when the themes and characters are 

relevant. 

 

Anglophone artistic expression is Infinithéâtre's mother tongue. However, as life in the great 

creative crucible of Montréal is primarily conducted in French, inevitably some of our work is 

bilingual, even multilingual. Language, and the paradox of creating in English in Québec, a 

linguistic minority within a linguistic minority, helps shape our identity and fuels our creative 

work. 

 

With our unique record of longevity and achievement as an independent Anglophone theatre 

company in Montréal, we play a leadership role in the relève of Québécois theatre in English. With 

the digital screens of our wired universe dominating the mindset and quality of contemporary life, 

we strive to celebrate live human connection. We believe it is especially important to ensure a 

younger generation of theatregoers has a chance to celebrate community and collectivity through 

the experience of live theatre. 

 

INFINITE VISION ∞ INFINITE POSSIBILITIES 
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Notes from the Playwright 

 

I was born in Montreal to Israeli parents and, although I was brought up in Montreal, every 

summer we would travel to Israel where I had many relatives. Throughout my visits, I was 

keenly aware that although I was an Israeli citizen (by way of my father), I wasn’t really Israeli. 

If war broke out, it wasn’t mandatory for me to do three years in the military, get sent to 

Lebanon to fight Hizbollah. I had an escape back to Montreal where the biggest disputes had to 

do with language signs.  
 

On top of that, the standard of living in Canada was much higher than in Israel in those days. In 

short, I didn’t have to make any of the sacrifices Israelis had to 

make, but I still enjoyed the advantages of feeling that, as a Jew, 

there was this place that was always there for me, and would 

always be there to take me in if I ever needed it. This left a very 

deep impression, and has humbled me ever since.  
 

Whenever I calibrate my own thinking about issues in the Middle 

East, I try and understand it through the lens of an Israeli rather 

than adhering to a preconceived ideological stand. It makes me dig 

deeper than the headlines, and realize that there is history that 

needs to be taken into consideration; both short and long term. The 

idea that is pushed by many, “If only Israel would leave the 

occupied territories peace would break out” is actually quite naive, 

because that is exactly what Israel did in Gaza and it led to greater 

threats. On the flip side, the idea that Israel can annex the 

territories and have a stable situation is wishful thinking. Trying to 

bring forth some of these complexities was a main driver of the 

play. 
 

I have tried to give all my characters their rightful say, while also making fun of them equally. 

Once I started developing the characters in my head, it was important for me to show a more 

human side to the terrorist, the Israeli ex-soldier, the radical Jewish Left wing intellectual. All the 

characters share things in common - everyday problems, family and self-esteem issues, sexual 

identity questions - but their tribalism and politics keep them divided. 
 

In the end, I think I’ve written a play that reaches out to everyone with one message: if you think 

you can understand the complexities of the situation and make a judgment from reading a few 

articles or watching a couple of documentaries, you do yourself a disservice. Take a trip to Israel 

and visit, talk to people on both sides, read news from both the right and the left, and then 

perhaps you might scratch the surface of just how complicated the issues of entanglement are, 

and why peace has eluded Israel and the Palestinians for nearly a hundred years. 
- Oren Safdie 
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In a Nutshell 

 

Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv by Oren Safdie is a one-act play that tells the story of Tony 

Goldberg, an award-winning, Jewish-Canadian gay author, who arrives in Tel Aviv to deliver a 

blistering attack on the Israeli government to the country’s left leaning literati. He is a Palestinian 

sympathizer who expresses strong anti-Israel sentiments when the play begins and at one point 

even sides with a Palestinian terrorist who holds him captive. But things don’t pan out so 

smoothly for him; his scheduled trip to Gaza has been blocked by the Israeli government while 

dealing with an obnoxious hotel waiter fresh out of the Israeli army who brings him cold tea. 

Before he even leaves his hotel room, the conflict in the Middle East comes to him- he finds 

himself at the centre of a major operation to assassinate an Israeli minister. Up until the final 

moment there is enough suspense and drama to fill the hotel room where the entire play takes 

place. Part farce, part suspenseful drama, Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv, is a jaw-rattling ride 

through the Palestinian/Israeli conflict, where allegiances constantly shift, religion is irreverent, 

and politics is a matter of survival. 1 

 

Questions 

 

1) Did you enjoy the play? Why or why not? 

2) If you had to describe Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv in a few words, what would you 

call it? A comedy? A drama? Why? 

3) Does the play effectively describe the complexities of the Israeli/Palestinian situation in a 

microcosm? 

4) Does the playwright present both sides of the argument with equal extremism? 

5) Is the play biased or unbiased? 

6) Did the play leave you feeling generally optimistic or pessimistic about the conflict? 

7) After seeing Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv, what thoughts do you have on the Israeli-

Palestinian Conflict?  

8) The following blurb was used to promote Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv: 

 

‘Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv, is a jaw-rattling ride through the Palestinian/Israeli conflict, 

where allegiances constantly shift, religion is irreverent, and politics is a matter of survival.’ 

 

a. To what extent can politics be a matter of survival? Is it so for both the 

Palestinians and the Israelis? 

                                                 
1  Ghermezian, Shiryn. "New Play Explores the ‘Arrogance’ of American Jews Critical of Israel, 
Playwright Says." Algemeiner.com. Algemeiner.com, 18 Dec. 2014. Web. 15 Jan. 2017 
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Character 

Context/Description 

 

Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv by Oren Safdie features three characters:  

 

TONY: 50s, A Pulitzer Prize winning Jewish, gay author who hails from Brooklyn; at first a 

Palestinian sympathiser on a mission to speak with leaders in Gaza. 

 

AMIR: 20s-30s-40s, A Palestinian university graduate and a strong activist for the Palestinian 

movement. Dressed in disguise as a Hasidic Jew, he is on a mission to murder the Israeli 

Housing Minister at his daughter’s Hotel Wedding. 

 

YONATAN:  20s. An Israeli room-service waiter, recently out of the army. Turns out to be part 

of the Shin-Bet, The Israel Security Agency, to protect Tony.    

 

SETTING:  A VIP Suite at a five-star hotel in Tel-Aviv, over-looking the Mediterranean.  

TIME: The Present.  

Questions 

 

1) Is one character more right or wrong than the others? Why? 

2) Whose choices do you agree with most? 

3) Which character is the most truthful and why? Do you believe that Tony’s lies, Amir and 

Yonatan’s disguises are justified?  

4) None of the characters seem to think that what they are doing is wrong; they are just 

trying to survive. Is this true? And if so, is there place for morals in life or death 

situations? 

5) Do you think any of the characters behaved unethically? If so, at what moment? Why? 

6) Tony’s character represents both the North American public and the Jewish diaspora. 

How do you feel about his portrayal of these perspectives? Why? 

7) Amir is meant to portray the Palestinian perspective. Do you believe this portrayal to be 

accurate? Why? 

8) Yonatan is meant to portray the Israeli perspective. Do you believe this portrayal to be 

accurate? Why? 

9) Is Tony a victim? Is Amir? Is Yonatan? In what ways? Is any one of them particularly 

seen as the underdog? 
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The next couple of sections explore different aspects of the play through 

Literary References 
 

Them & Us 

 

Israel 

 
YONATAN  

Why? Why do you think? To protect. 

  
TONY  
Who? 

  
YONATAN (Rhetorical.)  

The trees ... Who? ... You're not Jewish?  

 
TONY  

I am ...  

 
YONATAN 

Then I was protecting you, Adoni. Free of charge.  
You're welcome.  

 
TONY  

I didn’t ask you to do that.  
(p.13-14) 

 

Questions 

 

1) Why do you think some members of the Jewish Diaspora in North America are so critical 

of Israel? What are the differences and similarities between these two types of Jews? 

2) What are the differences between Judaism and Zionism? Talk about religion becoming a 

nationality. 

3) Do they have the right to be so critical considering the Israelis believe to be fighting for a 

all Jews? Why? 

4) Do you believe non-Israeli Jews are entitled to an opinion on the matter because they are 

Jewish? Why? 

5) Is this inherently a Jewish problem or an Israeli problem? Or both? Why? 

6) Do you believe the Israelis have a right to this land? Do all Jews have a right to this land? 

More so than the Palestinians? 
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YONATAN 
If I can part with a leg, surely you can take a bruise on the 

chin. 

 
In a burst of force,  

Yonatan reaches up and 
 pulls the legs of the chair out, 

 forcing Tony to tip over.  

Yonatan crawls over and  
takes the tape off Tony’s  

mouth and pulls the  
underwear out.  

 
TONY 

God damn it! Are you fucking crazy? You could have split my head 

open! 

(p.54) 

 

Questions 

 

1) During the exchange above, Tony cannot bring himself to tip his chair over for fear of 

hurting himself while Yonatan amputates his leg in order to save Tony; do you think this 

portrayal is correct or exaggerated? Do non-Israeli Jews recognize their sacrifices or take 

them for granted? Are they ungrateful? 

2) Yonatan amputates his leg and ultimately dies for Tony. Do you believe the Israelis to be 

sacrificing as much as is portrayed in the play? More? Less? 

3) Do you believe that the Israelis are sacrificing for all Jews or just for themselves? 

Consider the fact that Israel is a home for all Jews. 
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YONATAN 
Oh, and my superior? His name is Levy. His father came to this 

country from Iraq - the family thrown out of with 24 hours 

notice. After the army, he opened a 
shop, met a sweet girl, the daughter of a Holocaust survivor, 

had two beautiful daughters: smart, talented, had ambition. Then 

one day, on a bus going to their piano lessons - Alla Hu Akbar - 

Poof. Like they never existed ... Now Levy’s divorced, floats 

through life like a shadow. Comes to work every day because he 

can’t bear the silence at home - even on Yom Kippur! … 

(p.14) 

Questions 

 

1) Do you think the Israelis are correct in thinking that Palestinians only understand 

violence and that they will never accept peace? Why? 

2) What do you think about Israelis building walls to manage Palestinian movement? Do 

you think this wall ultimately keeps both nationalities safe? Is there another option? How 

can this barrier be compared to the Berlin wall? 

3) How do you feel about Israelis settling in territory that would have been Palestinian land 

based on the 1947 UN Partition Plan? Should Israel remove itself from Palestinian 

Occupied Territory or are Israelis entitled to it? If the former, is anything preventing the 

Israelis from giving it to the Palestinians? Do you think they can broker an agreement 

like they did with Syria and Egypt? 

4) And if they do, do you think Palestinians will cease attacks on Israel? Will they co-exist 

peacefully next to Israel and recognize them as their own country? 
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Palestine 

 
AMIR 

You see life through the lens of a bleeding heart, and I see it 

through a lens with blood splattered all over it - again and 

again, for many years. So even though we both might want the 

same thing, you won’t do anything about it. Except maybe write a 

self-satisfying self-serving book. 
(p.50) 

Questions 

 

1) Do you think the author is referring to himself in the last line? To us all?  

2) What do you think about the difference in quality of life between the Israelis and 

Palestinians? Do you feel that the Palestinians are being oppressed by the Israelis? Are 

Palestinians human rights being respected? 

3) Do you believe the Palestinians have a right to this land? More so than the Israelis? Or, 

considering they lost the war, should they leave the land and find a home elsewhere? 

Where should/would/could they go? 

4) Should the Palestinians have originally accepted the UN Partition Plan? Why? 

5) Is Amir a Palestinian activist or terrorist? Do you think he is Fatah or Hamas? What do 

you think about the Palestinian Civil War? Which side is right? Can they make change if 

they are divided?  
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Israeli/Palestinian Conflict 
 

AMIR  

You won’t go away, will you?  

 
YONATAN  

Neither will you. 

 
(p.67) 

Questions 

 

1) Talk about the differences and similarities between Israelis and Palestinians. 

2) It seems easy to conclude that both nations are entitled to the land. Do you believe that 

one deserves it more than the other? Why? 

3) Is this war about religion or about territory? Or about both? 

4) Do you think there will be a Third Intifada? 

5) What future do you foresee for Israel and Palestine? 

 

North America/Us  

 
YONATAN 

So maybe you think you know what’s best for us, 10 000 

kilometers away in your little brownstone, with smiling friendly 

neighbors. But until you’re ready to live here, surround 

yourself with our reality - what we wake up to every morning - 

your words are chara. That means shit! Your books, prizes, they 

mean nothing here. Ephus. That means zero. We are not your 

children, we are not your servants. This is our home. And what 

we do is what we have to do in order to survive! 

 
(p.15) 

Questions 

 

1) Thinking about the play, what light, if any, does it shed on your own life in Canada? 

What broader truths, if any, does it offer to North Americans? 

2) As North Americans, so far removed from the battle, is there anything that we can do? Is 

there anything that we should do? Is it our place? 

3) It is their problem or our problem too? A global issue? 
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4) Should Western Nations have gotten involved in this situation in the first place? Talk 

about Britain’s implication in the Balfour Declaration or Clinton’s involvement in the 

1993 Oslo Accords? 

 
TONY 

Then, yes, I have a problem with you taking land that's not 

yours, building walls that cut through families, fencing 

off villages like ghettos, humiliating men with strip 

searches in front of their children, and then being 

surprised when one of them walks into a cafe and blows 

himself up. 

  
YONATAN  

It's all so simple to you ...  

 
TONY 

Actually, it’s become a lot simpler. Your country has been 

hijacked by a bunch of right-wing zealots and religious fanatics 

who believe God has given them the keys to the kingdom, and are 

justified in doing whatever they deem “necessary” in securing 

his covenant … 

(p.15) 

Questions 

 

1) Because we are so far removed from the problem, do you think it is easier for us North 

Americans to see both sides of the conflict or does it cause us to simplify the problem? 

2) Think of the promises Tony makes to Amir and Yonatan, do we look at the situation with 

same rose-tinted glasses? 

3) Can any of us outside of Israel and Palestine have an opinion on the matter considering 

we are not there? What about the Jewish Diasporas? 

4) Is the problem simple? Is there an easy answer? If so, how has an answer escaped the 

Israelis and Palestinians for so long?  

5) Is peace the answer? Why? Is it possible? 

6) How would you solve the issue? 
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Violence 

 
TONY (to YONATAN) 

Because for me, that would be the most terrifying part; going 

into these enclaves in the middle of the night, knowing that at 

any time someone can pick you off from a rooftop. Then you knock 

on the door of some random family, babies crying, dogs barking, 

wives screaming, maybe grandpa's on the toilet, you break down 

every door, flip over mattresses, rip through diapers -  

 
YONATAN  

We never did this.  

(p.13) 

 

AND 

 
TONY (to AMIR) 

Luck? Is that what all this is to you? Some random occurrence 

that decides who gets to live or die. Or maybe if you’re really 

lucky you get to walk out of the room with a few cuts and 

scrapes, a limb missing, half a face ... And if you’re really-

really lucky, all you have to do is bury a child. 
(p.50) 

 

Questions 

 

1) Do you think Tony’s depiction of each side’s savagery to be true? If so, why do you think 

it persists? 

2) Is it senseless violence? Is violence sometimes the only way: to protect? to be heard? to 

make change? Is violence ever justified? Is all fair in love and war? 

3) What does the play say about violence? It is needed? Should all wars be handled through 

peaceful negotiations? Does talking through matters work necessarily? Does violence? 

Why? 

4) It seems easy to conclude that Yonatan’s character is protecting the Jews (Tony) and 

Amir’s character is attacking. Does this inherently make Amir in the wrong? Why? Is 

Amir protecting as well? How? 

5) Are Amir and Yonatan’s acts of violence committed as attacks or self-defense? Does it 

matter who instigated? Where lies the difference and why? 

6) Do you think this quarrel is truly the fault of the extremists on both sides? Why? 
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On Stage 

 

AMIR 
You know, you actually show some talent ... Somewhat over blown 

with imagery, a little too easy on the sarcasm, but I admit, for 

a second you almost had me feeling sorry for them. 

(p.49) 

Questions 

 

1) Why did the playwright choose to do this play as a farce? How would the message of 

the piece been altered should it have been a tragedy, romance, comedy? 

2) How do you find humour affects the story of the play? What comment, if any, does it 

make about the conflict? 

3) Do you think the playwright intended to offer an exaggerated or realistic view of the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict? How so? 

4) What elements of the play are absurd? What do they add or take away from the play? 

5) Why does the playwright use farce to show the issues at hand? Is it effective? Does it 

offend? 

6) Does the playwright employ stereotypes in this play? If so, why? Is it effective? How? 

7) What do you think the playwright is trying to say with this play? 

8) To whom is this play addressed? 
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Classroom Activities 

1) Ask students to create a Research Project on one of the topics mentioned in the 

FURTHER RESEARCH section of the Power Point Study Guide (history).  

 

Focus Questions 

1. Expand on the Israeli Army. How have they managed to be so successful? How do 

you feel about how they run their military? 

2. In the same vein, expand on the Palestinian Authority, FATAH, and HAMAS 

defense. How do you feel about how they run their militant groups?  

3. Looking at smaller incidents such as the Sbarro restaurant suicide bombing or quieter 

ones such as House demolition in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict; what do you think? 

Who is right? Who is wrong? Are both sides right and wrong? In what ways?  

 

 

2) Ask students to bring in a past or current article about the Israeli/Palestinian Conflict and 

discuss them using many of the questions found in this Study Guide.  

 

Example Articles: 

 

• This Article in the Algemeiner by Shiryn Ghermezian 

 

Questions 

 

1) Discuss The Boycott of Israeli films at the Toronto Film Festival. Try to think of another 

place where this could happen? Have Chinese-Americans ever boycotted Chinese film 

festivals? Do African-American Theatre companies go out of their way to produce plays 

critical of some of the corrupt African leaders? Did Italian-Canadians boycott olive oil 

from Italy when Berlusconi was in power? 

2) Discuss the playwright’s use of homosexuality in the play based on this article. Was it 

effecting in driving that point home? 

 

• Paris Summit: Building Israeli-Palestinian peace from the ground up by Shimon Koffler 

Fogel  

Questions 

1) Based on this article, is the problem solvable? Is a two-state country possible? If so, how 

would you divide the country? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sbarro_restaurant_suicide_bombing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_demolition_in_the_Israeli%E2%80%93Palestinian_conflict
https://www.algemeiner.com/2014/12/18/new-play-explores-the-arrogance-of-american-jews-critical-of-israel-playwright-says/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/paris-summit-building-israeli-palestinian-peace-from-the-ground-up/article33626149/?utm_source=Shared+Article+Sent+to+User&utm_medium=E-mail:+Newsletters+/+E-Blasts+/+etc.&utm_campaign=Shared+Web+Article+Links
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/paris-summit-building-israeli-palestinian-peace-from-the-ground-up/article33626149/?utm_source=Shared+Article+Sent+to+User&utm_medium=E-mail:+Newsletters+/+E-Blasts+/+etc.&utm_campaign=Shared+Web+Article+Links
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Definition of  

Terms and Phrases 
(from The Oxford Dictionary Online) 

 

Hebrew, Yiddish and Arabic  

Phrases/Words 
 Adoni (p.6) - Hebrew = My Lord/Sir 

 Ach-Tung (p.1) – German = Danger 

 Alla Hu Akbar (p.15) -  Arabic; meaning god/Allah is great.  

 Balagan (p.3) – a word for chaos or fiasco borrowed from modern Hebrew.  

 Besseder (p.6) – a Hebrew word currently used in Israel to say OK or Good.  

 Buchers (Yeshiva) (p.52) - Yiddish = Slang for young Jewish Orthodox male students  

 Chick-Chack (p.6) – a Hebrew expression used when a person is in a hurry and doesn’t have 

time to wait – a similar English expression would be ‘chop chop.’  

 Chutzpah (p.51) – Yiddish and Hebrew; can be a positive expression meaning someone has guts, 

or negative meaning audacity, nerve, impertinence, or the quality of overstepping boundaries 

with no shame.  

 Col-beseder (p.52) -  also spelled kol b’seder; Hebrew, meaning ‘everything’s fine.’  

 Cus-Emech (p.48) -  Arabic/Hebrew = Your mother's vagina 

 Epho-Hu (p.7) – Hebrew = Where is he? 

 Ezeh mispar ha heder (p.7) - Hebrew = What's the room number? 

 Farce - a comic dramatic work using buffoonery and horseplay and typically including crude 

characterization and ludicrously improbable situations. 

 Fuckacan (p.26) - Yiddish - ? Probably a derivative of Fucking. 

 Habibi (p.26) – Arabic, meaning ‘baby.’  

 Ha-Shem (p.5) – God; literally ‘The Name.’  

 Hass-hallili (p.33) - Arabic - ? 

 Kibbutz (p.8) –  a communal settlement in Israel, typically a farm.  

 The Kotel (p.17) – a Jewish religious site located in Jerusalem, sometimes referred to as the 
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Wailing Wall.  

 Ma (p.7) – Arabic, meaning ‘what.’   

 Magen David (p.32) – Hebrew; the star of David. A symbol that has been commonly associated 

with Jews and Judaism.  

 Matkot (p.5) – Hebrew; a popular ball game in Israel, similar to beach tennis.   

 Mishpacha (p.29) – Yiddish, literally meaning ‘family,’ Conveys a warm feeling of friendship.  

 Moussa (p.7) – Arabic name for Moses.   

 Nahal (p.12) - One of the Israel Defense Forces main infantry brigades  

 Nakba (p.9) – Arabic, meaning catastrophe.  

 Oskot (p.21) – Arabic expression meaning ‘be quiet’ or ‘shut up.’  

 Pushtakim (p.5) – Arabic; referring to hooligans or riff raff with little direction or character.   

 Shluffer (p.9) - Yiddish = Someone who slags off 

 Shmegegge (p.2) – Yiddish; an undesirable or petty person.  

 Slicha (p.14) – Hebrew = Sorry 

 Sphardi (p.1) - Hebrew = Derives from Sephardic, meaning Jews that descended from Middle 

East countries, or originally Spain (as opposed to Eastern Europe.) 

 Tistakel (p.6) - Hebrew = Look here ... 

 Yarmulke or yamakah (p.11) – Yiddish; religious skullcap.   

 Yeshiva (p.8) – Hebrew; a Jewish theological school or college that focuses on teaching the 

Talmud.  

 Yeshiva buchers (p.8) –Hebrew; a yeshiva student; a gullible or inexperienced person.  

 Yiddishimamas (p.29) - A Jewish Mother. A pop-culture reference to the famous 1920s song 

‘My Yiddishe Momme’._ 
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Terms and Definitions  
 AIPAC (p.9) – The American Israel Public Affairs Committee; a lobbying group advocating pro-

Israel policies to the Congress and Executive Branch of the United States.  

 Allah (p.39) – the name of God among Muslims (and Arab Christians).  

 Al-Quds (p.27) – the Arabic name for the city of Jerusalem.  

 Amos-Oz – is an Israeli writer, novelist, journalist, and intellectual. He is regarded as Israel’s 

most famous living authors.  

 Anwar Sadat (p.25) – former president of Egypt, serving from October 15th, 1970 until his 

assassination on October 6th, 1981. On March 26th of 1979, Sadat signed a peace treaty with 

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin in Washington, D.C. The main features of the treaty 

were the mutual recognition of each country by the other, the cessation of the state of war that 

had existed since the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, and the complete withdrawal by Israel of its 

armed forces and civilians from the Sinai Peninsula (captured by Israel the 1967 Six-Day 

War).  

 Bulgaria Massacre (p.37) – also known as the Batak massacre; massacre of Bulgarians in Batak 

by Ottoman irregular troops in 1876 at the beginning of the April Uprising. Most sources place 

the death toll around 5,000.  

 Cholent (p.60) – A Jewish Sabbath dish of slowly baked meat and vegetables, prepared on 

Friday and cooked overnight. 

 Diaspora Jews - Noun: the Jews living outside Palestine or modern Israel  

 Dizengoff  (p. 6) – referring to Dizengoff Street in Tel Aviv. Located on this street is the iconic 

public square, Dizengoff Square.   

 Flotilla (p.6) – a small fleet of ships or boats.  

 Givati (p.12) – referring to the Givati Infantry Brigade; an infantry brigade of the Israeli Defense 

Forces (IDF) and serves as its marine force.  

 Golani (p.12) – referring to the Golani Brigade; an Israeli service infantry brigade, also known as 

the 1st Brigade.  

 Golan Heights (p.7) – a region in the Levant; it’s western two-thirds are currently occupied and 

administered by Israel, whereas the eastern third is controlled by Syria.  

 Ha’Aretz (p.2) – Daily newspaper based out of Tel’ Aviv. Covers Israeli and Middle East news.  

 Imam (p.41) – the person who leads prayers in a mosque.  

 Islam (p.39) – the religion of the Muslims, a monotheistic faith regarded as revealed through 

Muhammad as the prophet of Allah.  

 Mossad (p.63) – the national intelligence agency of Israel.  

 Mufti Aladi (p.18) -??    
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 Omar Sharif (p.9) – was an Egyptian actor, famous for his appearances in Lawrence of Arabia, 

Doctor Zhivago, and Funny Girl.  

 Orthodox Judaism (p.7) – A major branch within Judaism, which teaches strict adherence to 

rabbinical interpretation of Jewish law and its traditional observances. There are more than 600 

rules governing religious everyday life.  

 Political Asylum (p.25) - the protection granted by a state to someone who has left their home 

country as a political refugee.  

 Shekel (p.37) – the basic monetary unit of modern Israel.  

 Shesh-besh (p.32) – a Turkish game, very similar to backgammon.  

 Shin-Bet (p.2) – the principal security service of Israel, concerned primarily with counter-

espionage.  

 Simon Wiesenthal Center (p.31) – a museum focusing on racism in America and the history of 

the Holocaust; it’s namesake was a Jewish -Austrian Holocaust survivor, Nazi hunter, and 

writer.  

 Ahmad Tibi (p.20) – An Arab-Muslim Israeli politician and leader of the Arab Movement for 

Change (an Arab party in Israel). He describes himself as Arab-Palestinian in nationality, and 

Israeli in citizenship.  

 Toulouse (p.11) – A city in SW France on the Garonne River.  

 Yom Kippur (p.15) – The most solemn religious fast of the Jewish year, the last of the ten days 

of penitence that begin with Rosh Hashana (the Jewish New Year). _ 
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Mr. Goldberg Goes to Tel Aviv 

 

Creative Team 

 

Artistic Director: Guy Sprung 

 

Playwright: Oren Safdie 

 

Director: Guy Sprung 

 

 

Cast 

 

David Gale as Tony Goldberg 

 

Howard Rosenstein as Amir 

 

Mohsen El Gharbi as Yonatan 

 

Production Team 

 

Assistant Technical Director: Chris Wardell 

 

Costume Designer : Emily Soussana 

 

Fight Director : Brett Watson 

 

Lighting & Video Designer and Production Manager: Andrew Scriver 

 

Stage Manager : Kate Hagemeyer 

 

Apprentice Stage Manager : Stephen Alarie 

 

Set and Props Designer : Cassandre Chatonnier 

 

Sound Designer : Devon Bate 
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WHAT’S NEXT? 

 

Honesty Rents by the Hour 

by Michael Milech 

 

 
 

 

Three strangers meet at a cheap motel room in Montréal.  

What was supposed to be a night of casual sex quickly turns into a confrontation of 

identity, sexuality, religion, desire and prejudice. The longer the sex is delayed, the more 
layers of truth are peeled back.  

Have they exposed themselves more fully clothed than they will naked?  

Have they come here to escape or to be who they truly are? 

 

 

Directed by Matthew Jacobs 

Starring: Patrick Keeler, Howard Rosenstein, Catherine Yale 

 

 

From March 9th to the 26th, 2017 

Previews Mar 7 & 8 
Shows at 8pm, Sunday Matinees at 2pm 

The Rialto Infinite Studio,  
5711 ave. du Parc  

Montréal, QC H2V 4G9 
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THANK YOU  

for taking part in the 

Action Infini Program! 

 

 

The Action Infini program makes theatre accessible, affordable and engaging. Student tickets 

are only $14 per student (tax included) and educators are invited to attend free of charge. We are 

happy to help accommodate your scheduling needs by staging extra matinee performances upon 

request. 

  

If you are interested in bringing your classes to new, cutting-edge theatre in Montréal, please 

contact us. Infinithéâtre will foster a love of culture in your students and get them talking about 

current events, social issues, and literature like never before! For more information about the 

Action Infini program or to reserve, please contact the box office at 

box-office@infinitheatre.com or by phone at 514-987-1774 ext.104 

 

  

WHAT TEACHERS HAVE SAID ABOUT THE PROGRAM 

“When my students see how you transform what was once a swimming pool, The Bain-

St-Michel, their imaginations soar.”  

“This experience is an invaluable part of a student’s CEGEP semester.”  

“The play, its relevance to modern society, and the performance of the actors was 

excellent!”  

 

WHAT STUDENTS HAVE SAID ABOUT THE PROGRAM 

“What I really enjoyed was all the questions that popped into my head during the play.”  

“I don’t know how the actors did it, but I truly felt the emotions, the fears… I could.” 

 

 

We look forward to seeing you again soon! 

- The Infinithéâtre Team 

mailto:box-office@infinitheatre.com
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